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while the same type of vali, or provincial governor, does
likewise in the vilayets. It is again a case in which the
Ottoman system seems on paper to be well organized and
coordinated, hut which in practice may be reasonably
satisfactory or utterly chaotic, according as competent
and honest officials or the opposite happen to be in power.
As a rule, order and strict adherence to the law are not
found in Turkish financial administration, with the result
that on the revenue side taxes are always far in arrears,
and on the expenditure side public funds are often spent
without any proportionate return. The preparation of
the budget, as well as its approval by the council of state,
by the parliament, and by the sultan, is little more than
a formality. In reality, no responsibility exists. The
ministry of finance is helpless, because most of the other
ministries collect and disburse funds on their own ac-
counts. It is needless to point out that this lack of cen-
tralization and responsibilty provides an admirable set-
ting for irregularities of all kinds. Not only does this
confusion exist, but when creditors of the Government
fail to obtain satisfaction from the central authorities,
they apply directly to the provincial revenue officers.
Government funds are, as a consequence, chronically de-
pleted, officials are often unpaid for months at a time and
naturally reimburse themselves in ways that are readily
suggested.
The lack of responsibility, order, and control, are
the chief defects in Turkey's financial administration.
Though vexations and abuses exist, the revenue system is
not badly devised. Certainly the Turkish taxpayer is
far less burdened than his counterpart in most European
countries. During the last century, great progress has
been made in,fiscal reform; the internal obstacles to
establishing a satisfactory financial regime are not great.
Unless reparation payments impose a crushing weight
cm the country, Turkey has come through the war of

